LEVERETT & HARVARD EVENTS

Monday 1/30: The Making of "The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo" 6-7:30pm in the Thompson Room of the Barker Center

Tuesday 1/31: Beyond the MD: Careers in Health Care Related Fields 4-5pm in the OCS Reading Room (54 Dunster St.)

Tuesday 1/31: Nathan I. Huggins Lecture Series. "Abraham Lincoln in 1862: The Year of Jubilee" in the Thompson Room of the Barker Center (continued Wednesday and Thursday)

Wednesday 2/1: Old Library Luncheon at Noon in the JCR

Wednesday 2/1: Memorial Church Afternoon Tea 5-6pm at the Sparks House (21 Kirkland St.)

Wednesday 2/1: 25¢ Wing Night! 5pm-1am at the Cambridge Queen's Head Pub

Thursday 2/2: GROUNDHOG DAY

Thursday 2/2: (Not just) Sherry Hour At 5pm in SCR

Thursday 2/2: Community Night at 5:30pm in the one and only LEV DHALL

Thursday 2/2: Team Trivia 8-10pm at the Cambridge Queen's Head Pub

Friday 2/3: Two Years Later: A New Narrative on Haiti 6:30pm in the Starr Auditorium (2nd Floor of the Belfer Building at 79 JFK St.) - Please RSVP to HGESforHaiti@gmail.com

Friday 2/3: IGP's Laugh Riot Festival 7pm in the Loeb Experimental Theatre
Ridd-deli...

There was a shipwreck at sea and Harry, Ron, and Hermione got washed ashore on a small, isolated island. They were exhausted and fell asleep on the beach. Harry woke up and saw a box of bananas had washed ashore. He ate 1/3 of the bananas and went back to sleep. Ron woke up and also ate 1/3 of what was left of the bananas, and went back to sleep. Next, Hermione woke up and assuming no one had eaten the bananas, ate only 1/3 of what was left. When she was finished, there were only 8 bananas left. Can you guess how many bananas were in the box?

Yikes pencils: made from the trees in Dr. Seuss's The Lorax.

CapriSun pencil pouch: eco-friendly and a guaranteed way to get the attention of that cute girl in section!

Gel pens: for when you and your besties want to give each other temporary tattoos in lecture, duhhh.

Pencil toppers: those poor trolls...

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Just because you're a second semester senior (or sophomore or junior) doesn't mean you can't enjoy the best part of starting school again: shopping for super awesome school supplies! Here are our carefully curated suggestions:

Lisa Frank folders: because nothing shows your professors the mature and considered perspective you bring to discussion more than frolicking unicorns on an acid trip.

Trapper Keeper: did the COOP run out of Moleskines? No worries! Use up all that leftover loose-leaf, wide-ruled paper and stay hella organized to boot!

Pop-a-point pencils: best pencils ever (until you lose one of the frickin' points!)

Mr. Sketch markers: turns taking notes into a symphony of olfactory pleasure!

Scented erasers: turns mistakes into a symphony of olfactory pleasure!

Classes We Shoulda Shopped:

Feeling a little disappointed by or uncertain about your class selection? It's not too late to add/drop! Take a look at some awesome courses that you could take instead...

Maple Syrup: The Real Thing (Alfred University)

Philosophy and Star Trek (Georgetown U.)

Star Trek and Religion (Indiana University)

Joy of Garbage (Santa Clara University)

Gaga for Gaga: Sex, Gender, and Identity (University of Virginia)

The Strategy of StarCraft (University of CA Berkeley)

Alien Sex (University of Rochester)

Elvish, The Language of Lord of the Rings (University of Wisconsin)

Simpsons and Philosophy (University of CA Berkeley)

The Science of Harry Potter (Frostburg University)

Arguing with Judge Judy, Popular Logic on TV Judge Shows (University of CA Berkeley)

Learning from YouTube (Pitzer College)

Zombies in Popular Media (Columbia College)

*...if you transferred to another university. While I don't think Lauren will sign your Add/Drop if you put these classes on them, a girl can dream!